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Dear Educators & Parents,
Director Daisuke Kawachi believes that The Last Firefly is "a story about going on a journey of selfdiscovery that allows Boom [the hero] to stand up to an abusive stepfather. It's also about how
stories can give people strength. The transformative nature of theater pushes Boom forward and
ultimately allows them to triumph.”
This transformative nature of storytelling is the reason Steppingstone Theatre and Theater Mu
continue their ongoing collaboration. SteppingStone has committed itself to fostering the
development of students through the art making process while Theater Mu’s mission has always
been to celebrate and empower the Asian American community through theater. Both organizations
look forward to these collaborations as opportunities to diversify the stories of youth theater and to
cultivate the next generation of thoughtful Citizen Artists.
Big Ideas explored in The Last Firefly
Discovering Inner Strength
Standing Up Against Hate
Worth Is Not Derived From Size
Stories Can Be Tools For Transformation
We hope this study guide provides opportunities for inquiry and conversation with the young people
you bring to the theatre. Use the content to provide connections between the play and your
curricula. It is our hope that you will use the experience of attending the theatre and seeing
The Last Firefly with your students as a teaching tool. Please feel free to adapt or extend
discussion topics and activity suggestions.
Enjoy the show!

Did You Know...

The Last Firefly is inspired by 7 different Japanese Folktales! Click or copy the URLs to discover more!
The Good Thunder https://www.worldoftales.com/Asian_folktales/Japanese_folktale_35.html
The Tongue-Cut Sparrow https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/72/japanese-fairy-tales/4883/the-tongue-cut-sparrow/
The Monkey & Crab https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/72/japanese-fairy-tales/4848/the-quarrel-of-the-monkey-and-the-crab/
The Spider Weaver https://www.fairy-tale.info/index.php/action_show_id_NTJ8PDwmPj58NTR8PDwmPj58_page_1.html
The Sticky Pine https://www.uexpress.com/tell-me-a-story/2015/8/23/the-sticky-pine-a-japanese-folktale
Why there are Fireflies http://www.angelfire.com/on/lunamoonworld/fireflymyth.html
The Long-Nosed Goblin http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Tengu

PRODUCTION SYNOPSIS

It begins with light and a flash. Then comes a sound, a pulse, a beat, a crash like a giant hammer smashing
through the sky. The fantastic story of Boom, the child of Thunder, is a mythical adventure about discovering
one's inner strength. After being forced out of the home at the hand of a cruel stepfather, Boom sets out on
a journey of self-discovery where battles against forces of nature are courageously fought. Along the way,
Boom encounters conflicts with animals of an enchanted forest. This epic tale combines Japanese fairy
tales and folklore to create an exciting theatrical experience for young audiences.
SteppingStone Theatre is proud to enter into its second year of collaboration with Theater Mu, the
region’s leading theatre celebrating Asian American artists and culture.
The Last Firefly is recommended for ages 8+
Run time: 60 minutes with no intermission

Welcome to SST
Where is SteppingStone? All SteppingStone performances will be presented at our theatre: 55 Victoria St. North, Saint
Paul, MN 55104 This is two blocks north of Summit Ave at Holly (just north of Mitchell Hamline College of Law).
When should we arrive? Please allow plenty of time to unload your buses or vans, and park. We recommend that you
arrive at the theatre 30-minutes before show time.
Where do we park? Bus drivers may park and stay with their bus along Concordia (frontage road south of I-94). Busses
may not park in front of the building, block the alley, or park along Portland headed westbound, as this is a fire lane. Paid
parking for cars and vans is available at the Victoria Crossing Ramp (corner of Victoria and Grand Ave.) There are two
handicap accessible parking spaces in our employee lot near the north entrance. Additional unmetered parking is
available along the streets surrounding the theatre. Please respect posted parking restrictions.
Seating for people with special needs: If you have accessible seating requirements and did not indicate your need
when you ordered your tickets, please call our Front of House and Volunteer Manager, at (651) 225-9265. Our
knowledge of your needs will enable us to serve you better upon your arrival to the theater.
SteppingStone Policies
• The use of recording equipment and cameras are not permitted during the performance.
• Food, drink, candy and gum are not permitted in the theatre.
• Should anyone become ill, suffer an injury, or have another problem, please escort them out of the theater space and
flag a Box Office Staff member to assist.
How can I prepare for my visit to the theatre? Discuss audience behavior expectations with students before you
attend the performance. Use this study guide to prepare content-specific questions. At a performance, audience
members are active participants. Their quiet attention, applause and laughter (both appropriate and inappropriate) are
all heard by the young actors on stage and affects the performance in good or bad ways. The best way to show that
you’re enjoying the show is to listen attentively, laugh when something is funny and clap loudly following a scene or song
you enjoyed!

CONVERSATION STARTERS

"This was a powerful &
interesting production. It
will lend to an interesting
discussion afterwords."
- Teacher, Hasting, MN

On the ride there...
1.) The Last Firefly draws inspiration from seven different Japanese folktales, combining them into a
single narrative. Do you know of any books, movies, or songs based on folktales? When did you first
hear the original folktale? Did you like the original folktale or the “remake” better?
2.) In The Last Firefly, a tree sneezes, a hole is punched in the sky, and a spider makes the clouds. In a
movie, things like CGI (computer generated images) can be used to achieve these moments of
magic. How do you think the special effects in our play will be achieved? How would you do it?
3.) What do you think is the difference between a fairytale and a folktale? How are they similar?

...On the ride home
1.) Elements of Kabuki, a traditional style of Japanese theatre, were used throughout the play.
What other styles of theatre or storytelling have you experienced? How are they different from
the play you just watched? What do they look and sound like?
2.) Boom and their mother, Kuroko continue to stay with Ax, even though he often says mean things
and threatens them with physical harm. What do you believe keeps Boom and Kuroko from
leaving? How do they eventually stand up to Ax?
3.) Boom and Monkey bicker for a long time before they begin to get along. What helps them bond?
How do you know they are getting along now?

Want more?!
Did you know SST can ignite theatre learning inside your classroom? Contact us to book a
theatre arts residency to integrate with your curriculum.
SteppingStoneTheatre.org | 651.225.9265

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
Capture the Moment

Folktale Mix Up!

Actors in Japanese Kabuki Theatre often freeze into a pose
when they hit the height of emotion, or the climax of a scene.
These frozen snapshots are called Mie. This practice has the
added benefit of drawing the audience's attention to the most
important moment of the scene.
The Challenge
In small groups, create a short story that contains three important
moments in which you utilize the Mie technique. Freeze these three
stage picture to highlight the importance of each moment.
Rehearse and perform your story.
Helpful hints/tips
1.) Most stories have a problem and solution.
Problem - Something that gets in the character’s way and
prevents them from accomplishing their goal.
Solution - An action, or idea that resolves the problem so the
character can accomplish their goal.
2.) Try having one of the actors clap every time you need to freeze.
3.) Use a variety of levels to make your Mie more interesting.
After you’ve presented your story, explain to your audience
how you chose which moments to freeze. If you could perform it
again, would you pick different moments to freeze?

To write The Last Firefly, the playwright combined elements of SEVEN
different Japanese Folktales. Work with your friends to combine
elements from several of your favorite books, movies, or plays to create
a single, new, story.
The Challenge
Pick something that occurs in nature and come up with a story as to how it
came to be in the first place. Remember: these are not scientific
explanations. Your stories do not have to be a product of what you know.
Use your imagination and ask the question, “What if?”
Possible Story Prompts
The Reason Turtles are Slow
How the Trees Got Their Leaves
Where the Sun Goes at Night
Tell this story to a friend or relative! Challenge them to tell you one!

60-minute activity for Grades 3-5

Storms Happen Like This...
30-minute activity for Grades 1-12

Boom & Monkey are stuck on a rock and begin to create a beat
using both vocalizations and items around them. This act of
creation brings them together and allows them to temporarily
forget the terrible situation they have found themselves in.
The Challenge
Work with your friends to create a thunderstorm, using only your
bodies and the items around you.
Step 1: Have a different friend come up with a sound for each: Rain,
Thunder, Wind, and Lighting. What other sounds do you hear
in a storm? How could those sounds be created?
Step 2: One at a time, layer-in each sound. The soundscape should
move from a gust of wind to a full blown thunderstorm.
Bonus Challenge
Slow down and speed up together. You’ll have to really listen to your
co-creators.

30-minute activity for Grades PreK-12

Kabuki Terminology
Mie - Frozen tableaux used to capture heightening
emotions or climactic moments of action.
Hanamichi - A part of the stage that stretches out
into the audience. Character utilize this for dramatic
entrances and exits.
Aragoto - An exaggerated style of Kabuki acting that
utilizes grand gestures, nonrealistic makeup and
costumes.
Wagoto - A style of Kabuki acting that is less
exaggerated, utilizing more realistic speech and
movement.
Kuroko - Stagehands who dress entirely in black and
help create moments of magic in the story.

